
 

 

 

Introduction 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

World hunger remains a pressing issue that affects millions of lives 

and hinders global development. Despite various efforts to combat 

hunger, traditional approaches have faced significant challenges in 

reaching the most vulnerable communities and achieving sustainable 

solutions. This calls for innovative and transformative approaches to 

address this complex problem. 

 

1.2 The Problem of World Hunger 

World hunger is a multidimensional issue that stems from a 

combination of factors, including poverty, lack of access to resources, 

climate change, and inadequate agricultural practices. It 

disproportionately affects disadvantaged communities, leading to 

malnutrition, stunted growth, and long-term negative consequences 

for individuals and societies. 



 

The magnitude of the problem demands urgent action and 

collaborative efforts to ensure food security, promote sustainable 

agriculture, and empower communities to overcome the challenges 

they face. 

 

1.3 Role of Decentralized Finance in Addressing Global Challenges 

Decentralized finance, or DeFi, has emerged as a transformative force 

in the financial landscape, offering innovative solutions that promote 

financial inclusion, transparency, and empowerment. DeFi leverages 

blockchain technology and smart contracts to create decentralized 

and accessible financial ecosystems. 

 

At TiFi, we firmly believe that DeFi can play a pivotal role in 

addressing global challenges such as world hunger. By harnessing the 

power of blockchain technology, we aim to revolutionize the way 

funds are raised, allocated, and utilized for local projects and 

initiatives that directly tackle the root causes of hunger. 

 

Through decentralized finance, we envision a future where 

individuals, regardless of their geographical location or socio-

economic background, can participate in a global movement to 

eradicate hunger. By removing intermediaries, reducing transaction 

costs, and fostering trust through transparency, we can empower 

communities and create a more equitable and sustainable world. 

 



TiFi seeks to leverage the unique features of DeFi, such as 

decentralized governance, liquidity pools, and smart contracts, to 

enable efficient resource allocation, incentivize participation, and 

foster collaboration among stakeholders. By combining the power of 

blockchain technology, NFTs, and community engagement, we aim to 

create a dynamic ecosystem that drives positive change and 

transforms lives. 

 

Project Overview 

2.1 Objectives 

The TiFi project is driven by a clear set of objectives that guide our 

mission to address world hunger through decentralized finance. Our 

key objectives include: 

 

  To leverage the power of blockchain technology and 

decentralized finance to raise funds for local projects and 

initiatives aimed at eradicating hunger. 

 

  To create a transparent and accountable platform that connects 

individuals, communities, and investors in a global movement 

to combat hunger. 

 

  To promote financial inclusion by providing accessible 

investment opportunities through the TiFi Market Zones and 

liquidity pools. 



 

  To empower artists and creators by integrating NFTs and the B-

local funding program, fostering a vibrant ecosystem of 

creativity and innovation. 

 

  To facilitate decentralized decision-making through community 

governance, allowing token holders to participate in shaping 

the future of the TiFi project. 

 

  To collaborate with strategic partners, NGOs, and organizations 

dedicated to sustainable development and hunger eradication, 

amplifying our impact and reach. 

 

2.2 Key Features 

The TiFi project encompasses several key features that drive its 

unique value proposition: 

TiFi NFT Tiles: A collection of 600 NFT tiles representing the world 

map, each with a specific location and metadata. The tiles are minted 

through a unique process, with their actual positions on the map 

determined by the metadata, creating a decentralized world map. 

 

TiFi Market Zones: Twelve different liquidity pools deployed on 

various blockchains, representing different time zones and paired 

with the native SWT$ token. These liquidity zones serve as 

investment opportunities and hubs for local projects, allowing users 

to trade and stake their tokens. 



B-local Funding Program: An innovative initiative that enables 

creators to submit proposals for funding local projects directly from 

the blockchain. The community participates in the decision-making 

process by voting on the projects to support, fostering a 

decentralized and inclusive approach to resource allocation. 

Trading and Betting System: A dynamic trading platform where users 

can engage in trades related to the 12 SWT Zones. The system allows 

users to vote on the price movements of the SWT/Coin pairs, 

enhancing liquidity and providing investment opportunities. 

 

2.3 Roadmap 

The TiFi project follows a comprehensive roadmap that outlines the 

key milestones and stages of development. The roadmap includes 

the minting phase of the NFT tiles, the correct arrangement of the 

tiles on the map through metadata, the activation of liquidity pools 

and trading platforms, the implementation of the B-local funding 

program, and the expansion of the project's reach through social 

media and community engagement. 

 

We are committed to transparency and accountability, and our 

roadmap serves as a guide to ensure the timely and successful 

implementation of each phase of the project. 

  



 

Technology and Infrastructure 

3.1 Blockchain Integration 

The TiFi project harnesses the power of blockchain technology to 

create a decentralized and transparent platform. We have integrated 

with multiple blockchains to ensure broad accessibility and 

scalability. The initial deployment of TiFi Market Zones includes 

Ethereum, Cronos, Polygon, and other compatible blockchains. 

 

3.2 Smart Contracts 

Smart contracts play a vital role in the TiFi ecosystem, enabling the 

secure and automated execution of transactions, trades, and 

governance processes. Our smart contracts are audited and 

optimized for efficiency, ensuring the integrity and reliability of the 

platform. 

 

3.3 Security Measures 

We prioritize the security of our platform and users' assets. Robust 

security measures, including encryption, multi-factor authentication, 

and regular audits, are implemented to safeguard the TiFi ecosystem 

against potential threats. We work closely with security experts to 

ensure the highest level of protection for our users' funds and data. 

 

3.4 Scalability and Interoperability 



Scalability is a critical consideration in the TiFi project to 

accommodate a growing user base and facilitate seamless 

transactions. We leverage blockchain interoperability protocols to 

ensure compatibility between different chains, allowing users to 

interact with TiFi Market Zones regardless of their preferred 

blockchain. 

 

3.5 User-Friendly Interface 

We understand the importance of providing a user-friendly interface 

that simplifies the user experience. Our platform features an intuitive 

design, making it easy for users to navigate through the various 

functionalities, including tile ownership, trading, voting, and 

accessing the B-local funding program. 

 

3.6 Continuous Improvement 

We are committed to continuously improving the technology and 

infrastructure behind the TiFi project. Our team of developers and 

engineers work diligently to implement upgrades, address any 

potential vulnerabilities, and explore new advancements in the 

blockchain space. We actively seek community feedback and engage 

in open dialogue to ensure we are delivering the best user experience 

possible. 

 

4.Market Potential and Impact 

4.1 Addressing Global Challenges 



The TiFi project recognizes the pressing global challenge of world 

hunger. With millions of people suffering from food insecurity, we 

believe that decentralized finance has the potential to play a 

transformative role in addressing this issue. By leveraging blockchain 

technology and the power of community, TiFi aims to create a 

sustainable and impactful solution. 

 

4.2 Empowering Local Communities 

TiFi's approach goes beyond traditional charity models. We believe in 

empowering local communities to drive their own development. 

Through the B-local funding program, we enable creators and project 

initiators to submit proposals directly on the blockchain, and the 

community has the power to vote on which projects to support. This 

ensures that the funding goes to initiatives that align with the specific 

needs and priorities of each region. 

 

4.3 Financial Inclusion and Accessibility 

Decentralized finance has the potential to democratize access to 

financial services. TiFi embraces this principle by offering 

opportunities for individuals around the world to participate in the 

project. With affordable pricing for the NFT tiles and the ability to 

trade and stake tokens, TiFi opens up new avenues for financial 

inclusion and wealth creation. 

 

4.4 Economic Development and Job Creation 

As TiFi stimulates economic activity in different regions through the 

B-local funding program, it also has the potential to create job 



opportunities and economic growth. By funding local projects and 

supporting artistic endeavors, TiFi encourages entrepreneurship and 

innovation, contributing to the development of vibrant and self-

sustaining communities. 

 

4.5 Environmental Sustainability 

TiFi recognizes the importance of environmental sustainability in 

addressing global challenges. We are committed to minimizing our 

carbon footprint and promoting sustainable practices within the 

project. We actively seek partnerships and solutions that align with 

our values and contribute to a greener and more sustainable future. 

 

5. Tokenomics and Governance 

5.1 Token Utility and Distribution 

The TiFi project introduces the SWT$ token as the native currency of 

the ecosystem. The SWT$ token has multiple utilities within the 

platform, including purchasing NFT tiles, participating in the liquidity 

pools, voting on funding proposals, and trading on the decentralized 

market. 

During the initial minting phase, the 600 NFT tiles will be available for 

purchase using the SWT$ token. The price of each tile will be 10 

million SWT$. This ensures that early adopters have the opportunity 

to secure their desired tiles and participate in the growth of the 

project. 

 

5.2 Liquidity Pools and Market Zones 



  To support liquidity and trading within the TiFi ecosystem, 12 

liquidity pools will be established, each corresponding to a 

specific SWT$ market zone. These liquidity pools will facilitate 

the trading of SWT$ tokens and provide liquidity for the 

corresponding blockchain networks. 

 

The distribution of funds from the tile sales will be allocated to these 

liquidity pools, creating a solid foundation for market growth and 

value appreciation. Users can participate in these liquidity pools by 

providing liquidity and earning rewards based on their contributions. 

 

5.3 Governance and Community Involvement 

TiFi believes in the power of community-driven governance. Token 

holders will have the opportunity to participate in key decision-

making processes through voting mechanisms. This includes voting 

on funding proposals, adjusting trading parameters, and determining 

the future direction of the project. 

 

To ensure a fair and transparent governance process, TiFi will 

implement a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) model. 

This will allow token holders to propose and vote on important 

matters, ensuring that the community's voice is heard and respected. 

 

5.4 Token Distribution and Allocation 

The initial token distribution will be conducted through the sale of 

NFT tiles during the minting phase. A portion of the tokens will be 



allocated to the team and project development, incentivizing ongoing 

innovation and improvement. A significant portion of the tokens will 

be reserved for liquidity pools and community rewards, ensuring the 

long-term sustainability and growth of the TiFi ecosystem. 

 

6. Roadmap and Future Development 

6.1 Roadmap Overview 

TiFi is committed to the continuous development and enhancement 

of its ecosystem. The roadmap outlines the planned milestones and 

key objectives for the project. 

 

Phase 1:  

Tile Minting and Metadata Integration 

- Launch the minting phase for the 600 NFT tiles. 

- Integrate metadata with the tile images to reveal their actual 

positions on the map. 

- Enable holders to share their metadata and additional information 

through personal blogs. 

 

Phase 2:  

Map Arrangement and Trading System 

- Arrange the map based on metadata numbering and coordinates, 

accurately representing the holders' NFTs. 



- Introduce the trading system, allowing users to buy, sell, and trade 

SWT$ tokens within the 12 market zones. 

- Implement voting mechanisms for users to vote on the price 

movements of the SWT/Coin pairs. 

 

Phase 3:  

Liquidity Injection and Funding Program 

- Inject liquidity into the 12 liquidity pools, activating the TiFi Liquidity 

Market Zones. 

- Enable users to provide liquidity and earn rewards in the form of 

SWT$ tokens. 

- Launch the B-local funding program, allowing creators to submit 

proposals for funding and community voting. 

 

Phase 4:  

Betting System and Social Media Integration 

- Activate the betting system, allowing users to place bets on tile 

positions within the decentralized map. 

- Launch active social media channels to foster engagement, 

communication, and sharing among collectors and artists. 

- Provide privileges and shares to holders of NFTs from the TiFi 

collection based on their position in the decentralized map. 

 

6.2 Future Development 



TiFi has a vision for continued growth and innovation beyond the 

initial phases.  

Future development plans include: 

 

- Expanding the number of market zones to cover more blockchain 

networks and regions worldwide. 

- Introducing partnerships with local organizations and initiatives to 

further support and fund local projects. 

- Enhancing the user interface and experience, making it more 

intuitive and user-friendly. 

- Integrating with additional DeFi protocols to offer more diverse 

trading options for users. 

- Exploring opportunities for cross-chain interoperability, enabling 

seamless token transfers and liquidity across different blockchain 

networks. 

- B-local projects aiming to support and fund local initiatives directly 

from the blockchain.  

 

TiFi recognizes the importance of empowering local communities and 

fostering grassroots development, particularly in regions where 

access to traditional funding may be limited. 

 

Through the B-local funding program, creators and project initiators 

can submit proposals for funding their local projects. These projects 

can encompass a wide range of areas, such as agriculture, education, 



healthcare, infrastructure, and sustainability. The program welcomes 

innovative and impactful ideas that address the specific needs of 

communities and contribute to their long-term growth and well-

being. 

 

Once project proposals are submitted, the TiFi community has the 

opportunity to vote on which projects to support. This democratic 

approach ensures that funding decisions are driven by the collective 

wisdom and interests of the community. The voting process enables 

transparency, accountability, and inclusivity, allowing all TiFi token 

holders to have a say in the allocation of funds. 

 

Selected B-local projects receive financial support in the form of 

SWT$ tokens, which can be utilized to implement and scale their 

initiatives. The blockchain-based nature of TiFi ensures that funds are 

transferred securely and efficiently, minimizing the bureaucracy and 

intermediaries typically associated with traditional funding 

mechanisms. 

 

By channeling resources directly to local projects, TiFi aims to 

empower communities to tackle challenges and seize opportunities 

in a decentralized and sustainable manner. The B-local funding 

program aligns with TiFi's mission to not only address global issues 

such as world hunger but also to contribute to the development and 

well-being of individual communities worldwide. 

 



Through the collective efforts of TiFi token holders, creators, and 

local project initiators, the B-local funding program strives to create a 

positive and lasting impact at the grassroots level. By nurturing and 

supporting local projects, TiFi aims to foster economic growth, social 

empowerment, and environmental sustainability, ultimately creating 

a more equitable and prosperous world. 

 

Conclusion: 

In conclusion, the TiFi project represents a groundbreaking initiative 

that leverages decentralized finance to address global challenges, 

particularly the problem of world hunger. By combining the 

innovative concepts of decentralized finance, the Time 2.0 project, 

and the TiFi Market Zone, TiFi offers a unique platform for individuals 

to contribute to the solution while gaining investment opportunities. 

 

TiFi's 600 NFT Tile Collection, representing the world map, serves as 

the foundation for the project. Through the minting process and 

metadata, the tiles are positioned accurately, creating a 

decentralized world map with 12 SWT Zones. Holders of these NFT 

tiles have the opportunity to participate in the development of their 

respective zones, engage in trades, and contribute to the growth of 

the liquidity market. 

 

The TiFi Liquidity Zones, represented by 12 SWT tokens on different 

blockchains, provide users with investment opportunities and the 

ability to trade and stake their tokens. The inclusion of the Trades 

positions system and the B-local funding program further enhance 



community engagement and support local projects directly from the 

blockchain. 

 

TiFi's commitment to transparency, inclusivity, and community-

driven decision-making is evident through features such as the voting 

system for trades and the B-local funding program. By empowering 

individuals to shape the direction of the project and allocate 

resources, TiFi ensures that the collective wisdom of the community 

is utilized to its fullest potential. 

 

Through its comprehensive approach, TiFi aims to contribute to the 

resolution of world hunger while fostering economic growth, social 

empowerment, and environmental sustainability at the local level. By 

bridging the worlds of decentralized finance and real-world impact, 

TiFi envisions a brighter future where individuals can make a 

meaningful difference while benefiting from innovative investment 

opportunities. 

Join the TiFi project today and become part of a global movement 

that combines financial innovation, community engagement, and 

social impact. Together, we can work towards a world where hunger 

is eradicated, communities thrive, and decentralized finance plays a 

pivotal role in creating positive change. 
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Thank you for your interest in the TiFi project, and we look 

forward to embarking on this transformative journey 

together. 
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